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Keep Your Granite Countertops in Shape 

Despite the common misperception held by homeowners that granite countertops are difficult to maintain, they are actually 
quite simple to care for. In the past granite required a bit more care and maintenance, but with the new granite sealers that 
have come on the market in the last few years’ countertops can be kept in shape by following a few simple guidelines. 

Use a premium sealer 

One of the easiest ways to protect your granite countertops is to seal them using a high quality sealer. Based on our 
experiences, we suggest that you use the A High Quality of sealers due to their effectiveness and reliability. 

Sealing protects your countertops by making them less porous, which creates a unique anti-bacterial surface and makes 
them much easier to clean since dirt is less susceptible to getting caught in the pores. Sealers also repel stains, water and oil, 
all factors that can lead to your countertop looking poorly over time. 

Granite deserves no special treatment 

Although granite countertops are very hard and resistant to heat and scratching, it is still best to use hot pads when dealing with 
super hot pans just to be safe. Granular material can still get caught between the counter and pan, which can lead to 
scratching, so it’s better to be safe than needing to repolish a surface. Furthermore, like a standard countertop, same people 
use cutting boards and avoid cutting directly into the counter, if you want, wipe up spills and avoid sliding any heavy cookware 
across the counter. don’t let settle on top for days  

Recommended cleaning methods 

When wiping up spills, is important to ensure that the cleaners are mild and contain no abrasives; strong cleaning chemicals 
such as bleach and ammonia can seep into the pores and cause discoloration. We recommend bullguard sealing we will 
recommend cleaner for you, as it is a gentle cleaner that can easily be used to give your countertop a weekly cleansing. As for 
cleaning materials, a soft cloth or sponge will suffice. 

BULLGUARD SELING SYSTEM 

With a good quality sealer, As bullguard system a granite surface only needs to be sealed 10 t0 15 years , or even 
longer.Following the steps listed above will ensure that your granite countertop always looks like the day it was installed, and 
lasts for a long time to come. The methods that WE BULLGUARD SEALIN SYSTEM simple but effective and do not require any 
long of special investment. On time only seal it we value the importance of your countertops and have seen the positive benefits 
of all of the tips mentioned above firsthand. 

 

Bull Guard Sealing System 


